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How will our cities respond?

This mini guide from Dynamic Transport Planning looks at what the
new guidance released by the Government in response to COVID-19

could look like
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How will our highway networks be impacted?
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RESPOND?



START WHAT PROBLEM ARE THEY
SOLVING?

The reduction in overall demand to travel is predicted to drop, early
estimates suggesting this could be by around 33%

 
The reasons for this is multiple, including:

- more people working from home
- forecast economic decline

- inability to social distance on public transport
 
 
 
 

The decrease in public transport use will mean that people will need
to undertake more journeys on foot or by cycle. This is why the
guidance has been announced to bring forward plans that were

already earmarked to promote sustainable travel options

These changes need to be catered for within our
cities where employment is concentrated



START HOW WILL OUR CITIES
RESPOND?

The announcement sets out guidance for short and longer term
measures that our cities are likely to address

Short Term - Temporary widening of cycle and
pedestrian facilities

These are already being seen in cities across the country but we are
likely to see an increase over the next month



START Short Term - Removal of street furniture

A short term measure to increase space for pedestrians is to remove
street furniture such as seating and planting. This creates more

space for social distancing and queuing space in city centre areas



Short Term - Removal of on street parking

On street parking may be removed, especially in areas where the
ambition has been to create a pedestrian focussed street in Local
Plans. This means there is less need for vehicles to use this route

other than for service access



START Short Term - Additional pedestrian crossing phases
within traffic signal cycles

Pedestrian crossings may see an increase in cycle time to allow for
socially distanced trips to be made across the road. This may also be

coupled with increased size of crossing areas. Where this is
implemented there will be less time available for vehicular traffic



Short Term - Increase in e-scooter provisions under
new trials

E-Scooters will be available to cities across England as part of a trial,
overcoming legal issues to allow them to be used in our cities. There

will therefore be an increase of provisions to support their use
including guides and storing areas.



Medium - Long Term - Public realm changes

The guidance and funding allows councils to push forward with their
vision for public realms within their cities. The guidance will be

essentially accelerating ambitions already presented in Local Plans



Medium - Long Term - Providing parking further from
the city centre

Parking will be focussed at the edge of city centre areas ensuring the
need for on street parking is reduced and users will be able to use
the increased cycle and pedestrian infrastructure to complete their

journeys



Medium - Long Term - Converting short term
provision to permanent

The short term measures for widening cycle paths and pedestrian
routes may be made permanent in the future
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START LOCAL HIGHWAY NETWORKS

The changing of roads isn't just limited to city centres. 
 

Connecting routes will be impacted due to the reduction in traffic
allowed into the cities as well as their own physical changes and

amendments.
 

Queuing space will also be under scrutiny for local developments
and facilities.

 
 

Our local networks will be changing rapidly to cope with COVID-19
with longer term aspirations sitting behind the short term changes

What does this mean?



Low Traffic Neighbourhood

Low traffic neighbourhoods may be introduced by restricting streets
to 'access only' or pedestrian streets. This approach will reduce 'rat-
run' driving routes and keeps the majority of traffic on a set highway

network. This type of approach has been successfully trialled
elsewhere in Europe

 



School Streets

Already implemented in some areas of the country 'School Streets'
are created by using traffic orders to create cycle and pedestrian

only areas around local schools



Reduced Operational Vehicle Space

With less roadspace available for vehicles this will cause longer
delays than normal on the local highway network. This will also

impact journey times and capacity when modelling for future traffic
on the network 
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START A POSITIVE OUT OF A TERRIBLE
SITUATION

- Better Air Quality 
 

- Accelerating plans to tackle the climate emergency
 

- Accelerating delivery of local plan aspirations for promoting
sustainable travel  

 
- Health benefits of getting more people walking and cycling

 
- An opportunity to review the running and provision of public

transport 

Positive Outcomes

Whilst there may be a significant and sudden impact on our
transport network there are some positives to be taken from the

push to implement these strategies in response to COVID-19 
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DYNAMIC TRANSPORT PLANNING

CONTACT US 
If you are ready to make your development accessible, safe and fit

for the future, get in touch to discuss your requirements

E-MAIL:

WEB:

PHONE:

www.dynamictransportplanning.co.uk

enquiries@dynamictransportplanning.co.uk

07411 751 693


